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Abstract

Fluidized beds are suspensions of grains by ascending fluids in tubes, and are

commonly used in industry given their high rates of mass and heat trans-

fers between the solids and fluid. Although usually employed in large scales

(tube diameter of the order of the meter), fluidized beds have a great poten-

tial in much smaller scales (order of the millimeter) for processes involving

powder and fluids. Of particular interest is the pharmaceutical industry,

which can take advantage of mm-scale fluidized beds for promoting diffusion

of species, classifying grains, or peeling individual particles. This paper re-

ports experiments with a mm-scale gas-solid fluidized bed, which consisted

of 0.5-mm-diameter glass particles suspended by an air flow in a 3-mm-ID

glass tube. We filmed the bed with a high-speed camera and processed the

images with a numerical code for tracking both the entire bed and individual

particles. We found that instabilities in the form of alternating high- and
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low-compactness regions (known respectively as plugs and bubbles) appear

in the bed, and that the fluctuating energy of particles (known as granu-

lar temperature) is relatively low within plugs. Therefore, mm-scale beds

have much reduced agitation and transfer rates when compared to their m-

scale counterparts. We show also that increasing the flow velocity does not

avoid the appearance of plugs, though the granular temperature increases,

mitigating the problem. Our results shed light on detailed mechanisms tak-

ing place within the miniaturized bed, providing insights for chemical and

pharmaceutical processes involving powders.

Keywords: Gas-solid fluidized bed, mm-scale tube, very-narrow beds, plug

formation, oscillations

1. Introduction

Fluidized beds consist in a suspension of grains by an ascending fluid in

a tube, being commonly used in industry because of their high rates of mass

and heat transfers between the solids and fluid. They are usually employed

in large scale facilities (tube diameter of the order of meters) for processes

involving combustion, coating, drying, and catalytic and non-catalytic reac-

tions, for instance, in industries as diverse as mining, oil, food and energy,

among others. However, fluidized beds have a great potential, still poorly

explored, in much smaller scales (order of millimeters) for processes involv-

ing powders and fluids and needing relatively fast mass and/or heat trans-

fers [1, 2]. Previous works on mm-scale and cm-scale fluidized beds, called

micro fluidized beds (MFBs [1, 3]), showed that MFBs can be successfully

employed for mechanical and chemical processes. For example, they have
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been used for particle encapsulation [4, 5], pyrolysis [6–9], catalytic cracking

[10, 11], gasification [12–14], capture of CO2 [15, 16], bioproduction [17–19],

and wastewater treatment [20, 21]. Despite the advantages of using MFBs

for process intensification, commercial applications are still in their incep-

tion [1]. To date, some examples of mature products are the gas-solid MFB

analytical device presented by Han et al. [22], the MFB thermogravimetric

analyzer developed by Samih et al. [23], and the compact MFBs proposed

by Li et al. [24] for CO2 capture.

One case of particular interest is the pharmaceutical industry, which deals

with powders ranging from 1 to 500 µm that must be classified, segregated,

mixed, compressed, peeled, or undergo surface diffusion (with a given fluid)

in order to produce tablets and pills [25–31]. In addition, vaccines have re-

cently been searched in the powder form [32–35], including those for diseases

highly impacting human activities such as influenza and COVID-19 [35, 36].

Vaccines in powder form are considered more stable and of easier logistics

(dispensing cold-chain facilities) [36], allowing for faster distribution in cases

of pandemic outbreaks. Therefore, the pharmaceutical industry can take ad-

vantage of mm-scale fluidized beds for promoting faster diffusion of species,

particle classification, or particle peeling, to cite just a few processes, for

powder processing.

Although of relatively simple construction, fluidized beds have a rich dy-

namics, with different particle-fluid, particle-particle, and particle-wall in-

teractions happening at the same time, and being susceptible to distinct

patterns and flow regimes [37–39]. The different regimes for usual (large)

beds were extensively investigated over the last decades [40–44], but few
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works investigated smaller beds with a ratio between the tube D and grain d

diameters within 10 and 100 [45–54]. In especial, Goldman and Swinney [52]

showed that beds with D/d ⪅ 100 submitted to fluid decelerations and slight

accelerations are subject to crystallization and jamming. Crystallization cor-

responds to a static lattice of high compactness and with small fluctuations

of grains (absence only of macroscopic motion), occurring at fluid velocities

slightly above that for minimum fluidization, Umf , whereas jamming corre-

sponds to a static lattice where even small fluctuations of individual particles

are not present (absence of microscopic motion). Usually, jamming occurs af-

ter increasing slightly the fluid velocity in an already crystallized bed. One of

their main findings was that bed crystallization has similarities with equilib-

rium glass transition, one of them being the dependence on the deceleration

rate.

There are still fewer investigations on very-narrow beds, those for which

D/d ≲ 10, all of them concerning solid-liquid fluidized beds (SLFBs). In

Cúñez and Franklin [55], we identified the appearance of instabilities in the

form of alternating high- and low-compactness regions, called plugs and bub-

bles, and showed that they are caused by dense networks of contact forces

that percolate within the bed and reach the tube wall. This is a character-

istic of high confinement, and appears only in the very-narrow case. Later,

we [56] investigated the segregation and the inversion of granular layers in

the case of beds consisting of bidisperse mixtures. We found the trajectories

of individual particles and the characteristic times for inversion in the very-

narrow case, showing that the network of contact forces and confinement

greatly affect layer inversion.
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More recently, we [57] studied the behavior of very-narrow SLFBs under

partial de-fluidization and re-fluidization, similar to Goldman and Swinney

[52], but varying grain types (and thus Umf ). We found that crystallization

of portions of the bed can happen with fluid velocities above Umf , as in Ref.

[52], but that different lattice structures, however, appear depending on the

grain type. Still, we showed a relative independence of crystallization on the

deceleration rate, and that, by increasing the flow velocity, jamming intensity

depends on the particle type. Afterward, we [58] investigated the problem

further by inquiring into plug formation, crystallization and jamming in very-

narrow beds consisting of bonded spheres (duos and trios). We showed that

there are different structures within the bed and distinct motions for duos and

trios, and that jamming can occur suddenly for trios, calling into question

the fluidization conditions for these cases.

There has been a recent interest in MFBs, but investigations of mm-scale

beds remain scarce. Guo et al. [59] investigated fluidization conditions in

gas-solid MFBs of varying sizes (tube inner diameter varying from 4.3 to

25.5 mm), and found that the pressure drop is relatively small and the min-

imum fluidization velocity high when compared to larger beds and classical

correlations, which they explained based on an increase in bed voidage. Do

Nascimento et al. [60] investigated liquid-solid MFBs (hydraulic diameters

of 1 and 2 mm), and showed that adhesion forces can reach values of the

same order of hydrodynamic and gravitational forces, providing a new ex-

planation for the increase in the minimum fluidization velocity. The results

were corroborated later by Li et al. [61], who showed that the expansion of

solid-liquid MFBs have low expansion ratios and higher minimum velocities
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than large-scale beds. Other studies on MFBs [62–64] showed the same ten-

dency. However, in spite of the increasing interest in MFBs over the years,

previous studies were concerned mainly with macroscopic aspects such as the

pressure drop, coefficients of heat transfer and minimum fluidization veloc-

ities. To the authors’ knowledge, there is a lack of information concerning

the microscopic scale, e.g., the formation of bed structures and the level of

fluctuations at the grain scale. These data are fundamental to determine

regimes of higher mass and heat transfers, elaborate adequate correlations,

and validate numerical simulations.

Despite the recent progresses on very-narrow beds and MFBs, their be-

haviors are far from being completely understood. For instance, previous

studies on MLBs were exclusively on the bed scale, and those on very-narrow

beds dealt exclusively with solid-liquid beds, so that the behavior of less dense

fluids, where Archimedes, lubrication and added mass forces can be negligi-

ble, has never been investigated. In this paper we investigate experimentally

a gas-solid mm-scale MFB in the very-narrow case, the bed consisting of

0.5-mm-diameter glass particles submitted to different ascending air flows in

a 3-mm-ID glass tube. We filmed the bed with a high-speed camera and pro-

cessed the images with a numerical code written in the course of this work

for tracking both the entire bed (macroscopic scale) and individual particles

(microscopic scale). We found that instabilities in the form of alternating

high- and low-compactness regions (plugs and bubbles) appear in the bed,

and that the fluctuating energy of particles (known as granular temperature)

is relatively low within plugs. Therefore, mm-scale beds have much reduced

agitation and transfer rates when compared to their m-scale counterparts.
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We also show that increasing the flow velocity does not avoid the appearance

of plugs, though the granular temperature increases, mitigating the problem.

Our results shed light on the mechanics taking place within the miniaturized

bed, and is of interest for chemical and pharmaceutical processes involving

powders and fluids and needing relatively fast mass and/or heat transfers.

In the following, Sec. 2 describes the experimental setup, Sec. 3 presents

the results and their discussion, and Sec. 4 concludes the paper.

2. Experimental setup

The experimental setup consisted basically of an air compressor mounted

on a pressure vessel, controlling vanes, a pressure transducer, a termocouple,

a flow meter, a flow homogenizer, and a 3-mm-ID vertical tube. The verti-

cal tube was 1 m long and made of glass (borosilicate), and it was aligned

vertically within ±2◦. Downstream the tube, air discharged at atmosphere

pressure. Figure 1 shows a layout of the experimental setup and a photograph

of part of the glass tube (in the inset). A photograph of the experimental

apparatus is available in the Supplementary Material.

Controlled grains were settled in the test section, forming a granular bed,

and upward air flows were imposed by adjusting the controlling vanes. We

used 0.5-mm-diameter glass spheres with density ρp = 2500 kg/m3 for the

beds (a microscopy image of the used spheres is available in the Supplemen-

tary Material). We investigated beds with initial heights hif of 7, 8.6 and

10.4 mm, under cross-sectional mean velocities of air (superficial velocities)

U equal to 1.4, 1.8, 2.0 and 2.2 m/s. Therefore, D/d = 6, and the numbers

of Stokes and Reynolds based on terminal velocities are Stt = vtdρp/(9µf )
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Figure 1: Layout of the experimental setup (test section shown in the inset).

= 2.86 × 104 and Ret = ρfvtd/µf = 1.26 × 102, respectively, where vt is

the terminal velocity of one single particle and µf is the dynamic viscosity

of the fluid. The inception of fluidization was determined based on acquired

images by detecting the initial motion of grains and considering the respec-

tive air velocity as the incipient fluidization velocity Uif . As pointed out in

Zhang et al. [1], the velocity for minimum fluidization can be determined

from image analysis by identifying the inception of bed expansion. In the

case of MFBs, the value thus obtained can differ from the minimum fluidiza-

tion velocity obtained from pressure drop, Umf , since the high friction and

adhesion of MFBs engender considerable hysteresis between fluidization and

de-fluidization. In addition, MFBs present large deviations from correlations

for regular beds [1], so that they are not used here. For the inception, we

found Uif = 1.2 m/s, and we consider the particle fraction ϕ0 ≈ 0.5 based
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on Cúñez and Franklin [57]. The settling velocity was estimated based on

the Richardson–Zaki correlation, vs = vt (1− ϕ0)
2.4, and found equal to 0.70

m/s. The parameters varied in the tests are summarized in Tab. 1, which

presents also the Reynolds numbers for both tube and grains based on the

superficial velocity, ReD = ρfUd/µf and Red = ρfUd/µf , respectively.

Values of Stt and Ret indicate that grains have considerable inertia with re-

spect to the employed fluid, and values of ReD that the base flow (without

solid particles) is laminar.

A high-speed camera of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor

(CMOS) type with maximum resolution of 2560 px × 1600 px at 800 Hz was

placed perpendicularly to the test section and acquired images of the beds.

The region of interest (ROI) was set to 2560 px × 120 px at 2000 Hz, and the

field of view was of 132 mm × 6.2 mm, corresponding to approximately 19.4

px/mm. A lens of 60 mm focal distance and F2.8 maximum aperture was

mounted on the camera, and we made use of lamps of light-emitting diode

(LED) branched to a continuous-current source to avoid beating between the

camera frequency and light source.

3. Results and discussion

As soon as the air flow started, we observed the bed expansion with

the formation of alternating high- and low-compactness regions (granular

plugs and gas bubbles, respectively) occupying the entire tube cross section.

These forms, which are similar to those obtained for very-narrow SLFBs at

larger scales (cm scale) [55–58], were nearly one dimensional and propagated

upward with characteristic lengths and celerities. However, different from
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Table 1: Summary of tested conditions: case label, initial height hif , superficial velocity

U , and Reynolds numbers for the tube and grains based on the superficial velocity, ReD

and Red, respectively.

Case hif U ReD Red

· · · mm m/s · · · · · ·

a 7 1.4 283 47

b 7 1.8 363 61

c 7 2.0 404 67

d 7 2.2 444 74

e 8.6 1.4 283 47

f 8.6 1.8 363 61

g 8.6 2.0 404 67

h 8.6 2.2 444 74

i 10.4 1.4 283 47

j 10.4 1.8 363 61

k 10.4 2.0 404 67

l 10.4 2.2 444 74

cm-scale SLFBs, we observed neither crystallization nor jamming. In order

to visualize the bed structures, we placed side by side snapshots from ex-

periments and show two examples in Fig. 2. Movies from experiments, and

snapshots of the remaining cases are available in the Supplementary Material

and in an open repository [65].

We detected and tracked the different structures (plugs and bubbles) and

the top of the bed in the high-speed movies by using numerical scripts writ-
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Figure 2: Snapshots from experiments placed side by side for cases i and k of Tab. 1. The

abscissa shows the time t and the ordinate the bed height normalized by the tube diameter,

H/D. Time between frames is of 10−2 s. Movies from the experiments corresponding to

these snapshots are available in the Supplementary Material.
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ten in the course of this work and based on Refs. [55–58] (the numerical

scripts used for image processing are available in an open repository [65]).

With that, we computed the characteristic lengths and celerities of the bed

at macroscopic level, and present their average values in Tab. 2 (dimensional

forms and the corresponding standard deviations are available in the Sup-

plementary Material). Table 2 presents the dimensionless values of the mean

height of beds Hav/hif , average upward and downward celerities of the top of

beds, cup/U and cdown/U , respectively, frequency of oscillation of the bed top

f d/U , average lengths of plugs, λ/D, and average celerity of plugs cplug/U

(f is normalized by the characteristic time for the settling of particles, d/U).

λ and cplug were obtained by computing time and ensemble averages of the

length and celerity of plugs, respectively.

With the imposed air flow, plugs and bubbles propagated upward and

made the top of the bed oscillate between minimum and maximum extremes

for a given air velocity. We computed the mean bed height Hav as the

average between minimum and maximum values of the bed height H, and the

upward and downward celerities of the top, cup and cdown, as the derivative of

the instantaneous height during bed expansion and contraction, respectively.

As observed from the snapshots, by increasing the fluid velocity the bed

presents higher values of H, reaching thus higher expansion values. For the

beds investigated, augmenting U from 1.4 to 2.2 m/s (an increase of 57%)

increased Hav by 4-7 times. This can be seen in Fig. 3a, which shows H/D

as a function of U/Uif . With the increase in the bed expansion, the upward

and downward celerities reach higher magnitudes and show strong variations

with the air velocity: for the same augmentation in U , both cup and cdown
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Table 2: Macroscopic parameters: case, mean height of beds Hav normalized by hif , aver-

age upward and downward celerities of the bed top, cup and cdown, respectively, normalized

by U , frequency of oscillation of the bed top f normalized by the settling time of particles

d/U , average lengths of plugs normalized by the tube diameter, λ/D, and average celerity

of plugs cplug normalized by U .

Case Hav/hif cup/U cdown/U f d/U λ/D cplug/U

a 1.34 0.018 -0.020 2.6 3.05 0.012

b 2.26 0.046 -0.057 1.7 2.39 0.023

c 4.61 0.095 -0.114 1.0 1.14 0.039

d 6.14 0.099 -0.112 1.0 0.97 0.049

e 1.38 0.025 -0.033 2.4 3.63 0.015

f 3.64 0.084 -0.098 1.3 1.24 0.042

g 4.67 0.092 -0.104 1.1 0.94 0.044

h 8.57 0.138 -0.145 0.7 0.72 0.065

i 1.23 0.020 -0.027 2.1 4.11 0.011

j 2.84 0.082 -0.096 1.5 1.41 0.036

k 4.34 0.104 -0.123 1.1 1.02 0.048

l 8.32 0.135 -0.140 0.9 0.67 0.063

increase by one order of magnitude (7 to 11 times in the dimensional values

and 4 to 7 times in the dimensionless values).

For the plug length λ, it decreases with increasing the air flow, with a

small dependence on the initial height of the bed, as shown in Fig. 3c. A

similar trend was observed in the case of very-narrow SLFBs [55–58]. In the

present case, λ decreased by 70–85% when U is increased by 57%. Concerning
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Figure 3: (a) Average height of the bed Hav/hif , (b) frequency of oscillation of the bed

top fd/U , (c) plug length λ/D and plug celerity cplug/U as functions of the mean velocity

U/Uif of air, parameterized by hif .

the plug celerities, they increase as U increases, with the average celerity

cplug increasing 6–9 times (cplug/U increasing 4–6 times) for the same 57%

increase in U . This is shown in Fig. 3d, from which we also observe that the

dependence on the bed height is small.

In addition to the just described, we observe two general behaviors of the

bed. For smaller values of U , as in Fig. 2a, the plugs are large and oscillate

with one main frequency and relatively few plug mergings. For higher values
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of U , as in Fig. 2b, plugs are smaller and we can observe two main frequencies

and a considerable number of plug mergings (from plug-plug collisions). The

second frequency appears basically from plug mergings, occurring mainly at

the bottom of the bed (such as in t≈ 2 s atH/D ≈ 5), which results in smaller

frequencies of oscillation of the bed top, but keeping the average celerity of

plugs cplug high. From Tab. 2 and Fig. 3b, we observe that the frequency

of oscillation decreases with the fluid velocity and is roughly independent of

the bed height, while Fig. 3c shows that the plug length varies with the bed

height for small fluid velocities.

a) b) c)
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Figure 4: Example of image processing: (a) raw image; (b) particle identification; (c)

velocity of each particle; (d) granular temperature of each particle.

Because neither crystallization, jamming nor electrostatic effects were no-

ticed, and based on the bed expansion, plug lengths, celerities, and plug-plug
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collisions observed, the use of higher air velocities seems to imply stronger

mass and heat transfers in the MFBs investigated, something of great inter-

est for industrial processes. In order to investigate that further, we measured

the fluctuations at the grain scale. For that, we tracked along images the

grains that were visible, which correspond to those in contact with the tube

wall, by using numerical scripts written in the course of this work and based

on Kelley and Ouellette [66] and Houssais et al. [67]. Figure 4 shows the se-

quence followed by the image processing that we used: raw image (Fig. 4a),

identification of particles (Fig. 4b), velocity of each particle (Fig. 4c), and

granular temperature of each particle (explained next, Fig. 4d). Although

images correspond to a frontal view of a cylindrical plane, we considered

the motion of tracked grains as occurring in a Cartesian coordinate system.

Other than missing some of the grains that are not in contact with the frontal

wall, the use of a Cartesian plane implies in missing motions perpendicular

to such plane and adding parallax errors (the latter mitigated by the use of

a visualization box).

For each instant, we first measured the transverse x and longitudinal y

components of the instantaneous velocity of each grain, Up and Vp, respec-

tively, for each image pair (an example of snapshots showing the instanta-

neous velocity of each particle is available in the supplementary material).

We afterward computed the ensemble average of the velocity considering all

particles in the bed, Uavg and Vavg, and next the x and y components of

velocity fluctuations, up = Up − Uavg and vp = Vp − Vavg, respectively, for

each image pair. Finally, we computed the instantaneous two-dimensional

(2D) granular temperature θinst as in Eq. 1,
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θinst =
1

2

(
u2
p + v2p

)
, (1)

where θinst is an ensemble-based granular temperature. In order to analyze

the time evolution of the granular agitation along the tube, we computed

averages of θinst within horizontal slices. For that, we divided the bed in

vertical regions (one-dimensional meshes) wherein we computed the ensemble

average of the granular temperature. For the 2D data, this is the equivalent of

instantaneous values of cross-sectional averages of the granular temperature.

Some examples can be seen in Fig. 5, which shows spatio-temporal diagrams

of cross-sectional averages of the granular temperature, θ, for cases i and

k. In the figure, we plotted 10log θ (instead of θ) in order to accentuate

differences. We observe first a much lower level of agitation in case i than in

case k, the latter having larger bubbles and smaller plugs. The same increase

in the granular temperature with increasing the air flow is observed for the

other cases (the graphics are available in the Supplementary Material).

We computed also the vertical averages of θ, which correspond to the

instantaneous average of the granular temperature for the ensemble of grains,

θ. Figure 6a shows the time evolution of θ for cases i to k of Table 1 (a

graphic for all cases is available in the Supplementary Material). We notice

an increase of θ with U , with high peaks and oscillations that behave similarly

as those of the bed. The oscillations are related to the different levels of

granular temperature found in plugs (lower) and bubbles (higher), as shown

in Fig. 6b for each grain at a given instant. Concerning the phases of θ and

H, we note that there exists some degree of dispersion given by the motion

of parcels of grains and particle-particle shocks (a figure showing both the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Spatio-temporal diagrams of cross-sectional averages of the granular temperature

θ for cases i and k of Tab. 1. The abscissa shows the time t, the ordinate the bed

height normalized by the tube diameter, H/D, and the colors correspond to 10log θ. Time

between frames is of 10−2 s and the colorbar is on the right of the figure.
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Figure 6: (a) Space averaged granular temperature θ as a function of time t for cases i to

k of Tab. 1. (b) Example of the granular temperature θinst for each grain detected in a

given image pair (on the left one of the images of the pair, and on the right θinst for each

grain).
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bed height and the granular temperature as functions of time is available in

the supplementary material). In cases where plug-plug collisions occur, we

notice also a fluctuation within the large peaks, as can be clearly seen for

case l in Fig. 6. Therefore, the decrease in plug length and the increase in

plug celerity and plug-plug collisions promote higher levels of grain agitation.

The increase in θ by augmenting U seems natural, although for very-

narrow SLFBs we showed [57, 58] that this tendency does not necessarily

occur within some ranges of U . Here, besides showing that θ increases contin-

ually with U in gas-solid MFBs, we show in detail the mechanics for reaching

higher levels of agitation and, thus, higher transfer rates.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated experimentally a mm-scale gas-solid flu-

idized bed (MFB), which consisted of 0.5-mm-diameter glass particles sus-

pended by an air flow in a 3-mm-ID glass tube. We varied the air velocity

and the bed height, and filmed the bed with a high-speed camera. After-

ward, we processed the images with a numerical code for tracking both the

entire bed and individual particles. Our results are new and show that: (i)

instabilities in the form of alternating high- and low-compactness regions

(plugs and bubbles) appear in the bed; (ii) by increasing the fluid velocity,

the mean height increases (higher expansions); (iii) for higher flow velocities,

plugs are smaller and a considerable number of plug-plug collisions occur.

With that, two main frequencies of bed oscillation appear at high velocities;

(iv) different from very-narrow SLFBs, the MFBs tested in this work did not

undergo neither crystallization nor jamming; (v) the granular temperature
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(and, thus, the microscopic degree of agitation) is much lower within plugs

than within bubbles; (vi) the decrease in plug length and the increase in plug

celerity and plug-plug collisions promote higher levels of grain agitation; and,

finally, (vii) the increase in the flow velocity does not avoid the appearance

of plugs, but the granular temperature increases, mitigating the problem.

Our results shed light on detailed mechanisms taking place within the minia-

turized bed, providing insights for chemical and pharmaceutical processes

involving powders.
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